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MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TRANSMITTED BY
MARY, MOTHER AND QUEEN OF AURORA TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA

I Am the Aurora of the Dawn, the one that lights the hearts of those who cry out for My presence.

I Am the radiant sun that warms the souls and purifies the life of those who committed themselves
to Me a long time ago, in order to feel today the power of the fire of transformation.

I Am the Blessed Universal Star, proclaimed Queen among men and women and among the angels,
proclaimed Lady and Mother of all creation.

I Am the Heart that beats inside the hearts of men and women, that renews and gives life to those
who live in Me.

I Am the living sap that nourishes those who are hungry of Spirit and thirsty of God.

I Am the Divine Presence in your lives.

I Am a Universal Mystery to be revealed to humanity.

Under My mantle are guarded infinite mysteries; behind My eyes are protected universes of radiant
light.  In My Heart is hidden the profound and unfathomable source of Peace, from which comes the
Peace that is poured in the world through the hearts of those who pray.

I Am, My children, the example of Maternity.

I Am the Greater Mirror, in which the hearts of the world must be reflected.

I Am your beloved Celestial Mother, the one that conducts you to a new life, a new humanity.

I Am the one who gestated in the womb the Son of God, the living Archetype of life on Earth and
that returns to the world over the centuries to make to be reborn through My Heart those who must
be the image and likeness of the living God.

My children, find in My Celestial Heart the rest for your souls.  My arms are tireless and are always
ready to support the soldiers who return after each battle lived on Earth.

A great battle is to be lived in the heart of My little children, a battle against themselves; a battle to
overcome the forces that tie them to the old humanity; a battle to balance all the evil that men and
women have caused in the world.  And for this battle, My beloveds, prepare the most powerful
shield and the sharpest sword; protect yourselves with the shield of unbreakable Love and in your
hands hold firmly the sword of prayer, prayer without hour, without fatigue, prayer of the heart, of
the soul, of the spirit; prayer made with devotion, with bravery, defeating darkness by the fulfilling
of the light.
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It is only prayer, My children, true prayer, that will be the support and the refuge in this time.  Only
prayer will calm down the inner despair that many will live.  Only prayer in all the moments of life
will bring you clarity for the situations that apparently will have no solution.  Only prayer lived
through unity, fraternity and donation of self will be able to heal the evils that exist among brothers
and sisters and in this way will bring the reconciliation that the souls and the spirits need to live in
this world.

My beloveds, I Am the Aurora that dawns in your lives and with Love announces to you the arrival
of a new time, full of transformations and of great victories, that will be reached by effort and by
persistence.

Today I ask you to be more vigilant than ever and that you never lose in your hearts the hope and
the joy of starting over, once and again, this eternal path of intense purification of the aspects of the
being.

Be persistent!  Be persistent because an eternity of infinite Glory at the side of My Son waits for
you, so that strengthened by the Most Holy Spirit of God, you may live other instances of eternal
transformation.

I love you and I bless you always.

Your beloved Mother, Mary, the Aurora of the Dawn for the life of this world


